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PART 1 

Marketing Fundamentals 
 

In our marketing experience, we have noticed a trait that is 
common to most business owners. Most are “doers”, not 
“planners.” Being a doer is perhaps the ultimate mark of a 
successful entrepreneur. It’s what makes business owners a rare 
breed. Rather than thinking or wishing, they get out there and 
make something happen. 
 
But we have encountered many small business owners who get 
into trouble doing the wrong marketing activities the right way or 
doing the right marketing activities the wrong way. If you want to 
“do” the right marketing activities the right way you must start with 
a proper marketing strategy. 
 

Step 1: Understand Your Market and Competition 

 
A big mistake that many small business owners make is to latch on 
to a cool product or service without first understanding the market 
and what it wants (not what it needs). If you try to sell something 
that people don’t want, they won’t buy it. 
 
It’s that simple. 
 
A profitable market consists of people who have dire wants that 
are being unmet, so much so that they will jump to buy your 
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solution (product or service). A profitable market can be compared 
to a lake with thousands of starving fish. All you need to do is 
throw in the bait and it turns into a feeding frenzy. 
 
To get an understanding of your market you should ask yourself 
questions like: 
 
● Are there segments in my market that are being 

underserved? 
 

● Are the segments of my market for my product or service big 
enough to make money? 
 

● How much of a share of that market do I need to capture, to 
just break even? 
 

● Is there too much competition in the segment of my market to 
be competitive? 
 

● What are the weaknesses in my competition’s offering that I 
can capitalize on? 
 

● Does my market want or value my unique competitive 
offering? 
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Step 2: Understand Your Customer 

 
Knowing your customer intimately is the first step to easy sales. 
Until you know who your customers are, what they want, and what 
motivates them to buy, you can’t prepare an effective marketing 
plan. 
 
Don’t confuse “wants” with “needs.” People don’t necessarily buy 
what they need, but they’ll almost always buy what they want. For 
instance, have you ever known someone that went to the store to 
buy a pair of pants that they needed and came back with a new 
shirt, sweater, and shoes? Or how about the everyday shopper 
who goes into the supermarket to buy some milk and eggs, and 
comes out with a frozen pizza, cheesecake, and other goodies? 
 
People will buy what they want, not what they need. 
 
To really get to know your customers you’ll need to ask yourself 
questions such as: 
 
● How does my potential customer normally buy similar 

products? (e.g. in a store, on the Internet, door-to-door) 
 

● Who is the primary buyer and the primary buying influencer in 
the purchasing process? (e.g. husband or wife, purchasing 
agent, project leader, secretary) 
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● What kind of habits does my customer have? For instance, 
where do they get their information? (e.g. television, 
newspapers, magazines) 
 

● What are my target customers’ primary motivations for 
buying? (e.g. looking good, avoiding pain, getting rich, being 
healthy, being popular, etc.) 

 

Step 3: Pick a Niche 

 
If you say that your target customer is “everybody” then nobody 
will be your customer. The marketplace is jam-packed with 
competition. You’ll have more success jumping up and down in a 
small puddle than a big ocean. 
 
Carve out a specific niche market and dominate that niche; then 
you might consider moving on to a second niche (but not before 
you’ve dominated the first one!). 
 
You could be a “lawyer that specializes in child accident liability” 
or a “CPA for used car dealers” or a “dry cleaner for the New Hyde 
Park area in NY.” You get the picture. Make sure to choose a niche 
that interests you and that is easy to contact. We can’t stress this 
point enough. 
 
There’s nothing more destructive than to pick a niche that you 
can’t communicate with or that costs you a ton of money to 
contact. 
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Step 4: Develop Your Marketing Message 

 
Your marketing message not only tells your prospect what you do, 
but persuades them to become your customer. You should 
develop two types of marketing messages. 
 
Your first marketing message should be short and to the point. 
Some may call this your elevator pitch or your audio byte. It’s your 
response to someone who asks you, “So, what do you do?” 
 
The second type is your complete marketing message that will be 
included in all your marketing materials and promotions. To make 
your marketing message compelling and persuasive it should 
include the following elements: 
 
● An explanation of your prospect’s problem. 

 
● Proof that the problem is so important that it should be solved 

now, without delay. 
 

● An explanation about why you are the only person / business 
that can solve your prospect’s problem. 
 

● An explanation of the benefits people will receive from using 
your solution. 
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● Examples and testimonials from customers you have helped 
with similar problems. 
 

● An explanation about prices, fees, and payment terms. 
 

● Your unconditional guarantee. 
 

Step 5: Determine Your Marketing Mediums 

 
Remember, when we said that it’s critical to choose a niche market 
that you can easily contact? When you start choosing your 
marketing mediums you’ll understand why that was sound advice. 
 
A marketing medium is the communication vehicle you use to 
deliver your marketing message. It’s important to choose a 
marketing medium that gives you the highest return on your 
marketing dollar. 
 
This means that you want to choose the medium that delivers your 
marketing message to the most niche prospects at the lowest 
possible cost. 
 
The following are some of the top mediums at your disposal to get 
your message out: 
 
● Search engine optimization 

 
● Social media marketing 
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● Content marketing 

 
● Public relations 

 
● Google ads 

 
● Facebook & Instagram ads 

 
● Listing websites (Yelp, TrustPilot, Manta, YellowPages.com) 

 
● Email marketing 

 
● Direct mail 

 
● Brochures 

 
● Charity events and sponsorships 

 
● Contests 

 
● Signage 

 
● Gift certificates 

 
● Loyalty cards 
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The trick is to match your message to your market using the right 
medium. It would do you no good to advertise your retirement 
community using a fast-paced, loud radio spot on a hip-hop radio 
station. This is a complete mismatch of the market, message, and 
medium. Success will come when there is a good match of all 
three elements. 
 

Step 6: Set Sales and Marketing Goals 

 
Goals are critical to your success. A “wish” is a goal that hasn’t 
been written down. If you haven’t written your goals, you’re still 
just wishing for success. 
 
When creating your goals, use the SMART formula. Ensure that 
your goals are: 
● Sensible 
● Measurable 
● Achievable 
● Realistic 
● Time-specific 

 
Your goals should include financial metrics, such as annual sales 
revenue, gross profit, sales per salesperson, and so on. 
 
However, they should also include non-financial metrics such as 
units sold, contracts signed, clients acquired, and articles 
published. 
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Once you’ve set your goals, implement processes to internalize 
them with all team members, such as reviewing them in sales 
meetings, displaying posters, and rewarding sales targets. 
 

Step 7: Develop Your Marketing Budget 

 
Your marketing budget can be developed several ways depending 
on whether you want to be more exact or just want to arrive at a 
quick-and-dirty number. It’s good to start out with a quick-and-dirty 
calculation and then support it with further details. 
 
First, if you have been in business for over a year and have tracked 
your marketing-related expenditures, you could easily calculate 
your “cost to acquire one customer” or “cost to sell one product” 
by dividing your annual sales and marketing costs by the number 
of units sold (or customers acquired). 
 
The next step is to take your cost to sell one unit or acquire one 
customer and simply multiply it by your unit sales or customer 
acquisition goal. The result of this simple computation will give you 
a rough estimate of what you need to invest to meet your sales 
goals for the next year. 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● Fundamentals of Digital Marketing course by Google 
● Digital Marketing Basics by Udemy 
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PART 2 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
 

Search Engine Optimization, also known as SEO, is a powerful tool 
but can be a nightmare to many small business owners. Everyone 
wants to hit first pages of Google with their websites and they all 
see SEO as a black-box obstacle standing between them and free, 
organic traffic that could turn into customers. 
 
Let’s look at SEO in a different way: not as a black-box to your 
website success but as a tool to help a user find what they are 
looking for. 
 
You can think about SEO as an old-fashioned library. 
 
Let’s say you went to a public library and told the librarian that 
you’re looking for information about gardening. The librarian would 
probably ask about the context of your search. You would specify 
that you’re thinking about setting up a balcony garden, so upon 
checking the catalogs, the librarian would give you the right books 
and magazines. 
 
That’s exactly how SEO works. 
 
It’s not a simple program anymore, as it used to be in the 90s, 
when it was all about site traffic. Now it’s artificial intelligence built 
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on top of complicated algorithms. It’s all about the quality of 
content, conversions, and sales. 
 

SEO Basics 

 
Let’s start with basic SEO terms you need to know. 
 
Website optimization, also known as on-page optimization, 
includes strategies, techniques, and tactics used to increase the 
number of visitors to a website. In other words, if you optimize your 
website for SEO, your goal is to gain the first rank on the first page 
of Google because this will bring you more website visits. This 
traffic from Google is called organic traffic. 
 
Another term you should be familiar with is keywords. A keyword 
is what people type into Google to find information. The most 
popular keywords have hundreds of thousands of monthly 
searches, so it’s very hard to position your website for one of them 
because there is more competition. 
 
That’s why when you start, you should optimize your website for 
long tail keywords – longer keyword phrases. They have a lower 
search volume, and in most cases, lower competition, so they are 
more likely to deliver a higher return. 
 
Another keyword category are related keywords. These keywords 
are synonyms, variations and semantically related terms and 
phrases, that can improve your SEO even more. 
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In other words, you should aim to optimize your website for a 
couple of main keywords, but you also should think about similar 
words and include them in your content, so your website has a 
better chance of being found by your potential customers. 
 
Link building is the main factor used by Google to increase your 
search engine rankings. Link building is getting other websites and 
blogs to link to your own website. 
 
Now that you know all the basic SEO terminology, let’s move on to 
local SEO. 
 

Local SEO 

 
If you run a local brick and mortar business, your key focus should 
be on doing local SEO. When someone searches for “dentist near 
me” or “plumbers in houston” in Google, you want to be the first 
one listed in the local search results that look like this: 
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What is the difference between normal SEO and Local 
SEO? 

Local SEO uses geographical keywords and designators that let 
search engines know your business is highly relevant in local 
search results. Optimizing for local search lowers competition for 
the top spots in search results because you are only competing 
with businesses within a certain radius of your geographical 
location. 
 
Mastering local SEO involves executing a handful of on-page and 
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off-page SEO tasks that optimize your website for long-term local 
search visibility. 
 
When done right, it helps search engines and search users find, 
sort and prioritize your most important information such as 
location, services, and benefits. 
 

On-page SEO 

 
You can rank higher in local search results on Google and other 
search engines by optimizing your web pages, creating a logical 
website structure, and utilizing the right keywords in content, 
URLs, and metadata. 
 
1. Homepage 
 
Your home page is called “Home” for a reason. You should ensure 
all important pages are clearly part of your home page navigation. 
Search engines look for you to logically build out from your 
homepage, so make sure your best selling products and services 
are there with easy to use navigational links. 
 
2. Location Pages 
 
Each of your locations should have its own page. By having a 
dedicated page for each location, you provide helpful links with 
location-specific information that internet searchers are looking for. 
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Add searchable elements such as address, phone number, and 
written directions in text (not inside an image, ad, or logo) & an 
interactive Google map for directions to your locations as location 
optimized content. 
 
3. URLs 
 
Put your main keywords (product or service) and location in your 
URLs. 
 
Bad URL: domain.com/location1 
Better URL: domain.com/houston 
Best URL: domain.com/houston-plumber 
 
Nobody loves a super long URL, but this is the easiest and most 
effective local SEO you can implement. If your domain name does 
not contain your business name, get your business name or 
specialty and geographical designator in the URL of your web 
pages. 
 
4. Content 
 
SEO-effective content to put on your website: 
 
● Content that describes products or services and Frequently 

Asked Questions. 
● Helpful content that is keyword rich, and properly titled with 

location and keywords in headers, that solves customers 
problems. 
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● Blog posts, videos, images, and event calendars, all properly 
tagged. 

 
Content that is properly tagged with location and keywords adds 
to your searchability and gives you a competitive edge over 
weaker websites. 
 

Off-page SEO 

 
Off-page SEO signals let Google search engines and customers 
know you are an open business, located in a search user’s area, 
that has been tried and reviewed by real life customers. 
 
It is very important that you have off-page signals that let search 
engines know what you do, where you are located, and that you 
are a legitimate business. 
 
1. Company Name, Address & Phone Number 
 
Accurate business listings and citations are the foundation of your 
local search optimization campaigns. Your company name, 
address, and phone number has to remain consistent across the 
internet, or search engines will distrust the accuracy of your 
information, or even your existence, and drop you in local search 
ranking. 
 
2. Customer Reviews 
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Gathering, posting and promoting user-generated content such as 
customer reviews is a powerful way to positively affect local search 
engine results. 
 
Customer reviews also provide the trust-building social proof that 
customers need in order to choose new products and service 
providers. 
 
3. Google My Business 
 
Google likes to keep things in-house as much as possible, so it 
favors its own accurate and current business listings in verified 
Google My Business accounts when giving local search results to 
its users. 
 
If you want any chance of showing up in the 3 local listing at the 
top of search results, you have to verify and optimize your Google 
My Business listing (and also get great reviews from your past and 
existing customers). 
 
Questions to Ask Yourself: 
 
● Are you gathering and posting five-star customer reviews and 

testimonials on your site as well as on top review sites? 
 

● Have you claimed, verified and optimized your Google My 
Business Listing? 
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● Do you have a business blog with useful localized content to 
show your expertise and give the search engines more 
content to index and provide in search results? 
 

● Have you verified and corrected all your online business 
listings? 

 
Free Resources: 
 
● Ultimate Guide to Local SEO 
● The Beginner's Guide to SEO by Moz 
● How to Learn SEO Fast In 2019 
● SEO Basics: A Noob-Friendly 5-Step Guide to SEO Success 
● Learn SEO: The Ultimate Guide for SEO Beginners 
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PART 3 

Social Media Marketing 
 
Everyone knows social media can be a powerful marketing tool. 
The question is, are you using it correctly? There is a huge 
difference between casually posting and having an effective, well 
thought out social media marketing strategy.  
 
With over 2.3 billion active social media users around the world 
today,  let’s look at some of the ways you can use social media’s 
prevalence and rapidly growing influence to connect with your 
target audience: 
 
● Tap into one of the largest audiences in the world to spread 

awareness of your company, products or services. 
 

● Generate leads through your social networks, and use events 
and promotions to build momentum. 
 

● Draw visitors to your website and other online portals by 
using your social media resources to promote new content. 
 

● Develop and maintain direct relationships with current and 
potential customers in order to improve your product and 
gain a deeper understanding of your audience. 
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● Provide customer service and advice directly to your 
audience while receiving useful feedback from your followers 
that can help you evaluate success and adjust your strategy 
as needed. 
 

● Encourage users to share your online content, so that your 
audience effectively advertises for you. 

 

Dos & Don’ts of Social Media Marketing 

 
DO start with a solid plan. Your social media strategy needs to 
work together with your other online marketing processes, such 
as search engine and content marketing. Start with realistic goals 
and a thorough knowledge of your target audience. 
 
DO stay committed to your social media campaigns. Social media 
is all about posting regular updates and engaging your audience 
on a regular, preferably daily, basis. Monitoring and updating your 
social media presence should become a part of your business’ 
daily routine. 
 
DO find the right compromise between professionalism and 
casualness for each social network you use. Regardless of the 
tone you aim to set, always use impeccable spelling and grammar, 
and be able to back up your statements with valid sources. 
 
DO listen to your audience. Social media is a conversation, as 
much about listening as it is about speaking. Take part in 
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comments and answer users’ questions as thoroughly and as 
quickly as possible. 
 
DO provide a regular, interesting and engaging stream of content 
that offers your audience relevant, and valuable information. Your 
social marketing efforts should start with your blog or website and 
the content you publish on the Internet. 
 
DO track your results. Find out which social networks and paid 
social advertising programs deliver the most traffic to your website. 
Use the data you gather and analyze it to tweak and customize 
your campaign as needed. 
 
DON’T be tempted to go overboard by setting up profiles on as 
many social media platforms as you can. While the largest 
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, can help 
almost any business, many smaller networks can be used to target 
a more specific industry or demographic. 
 
DON’T use social media as a sales platform. Your social 
networking profiles should aim to help potential customers get to 
know your business, not to make hard sales pitches.  
 
DON’T expect an immediate return on your efforts or investments. 
As with almost any form of online marketing, measurable results 
take time to surface. 
 
Once you have defined your community and established your 
presence on social media, you need to commit to holding your 
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online marketing activities to a high professional standard. To 
manage your social media campaign effectively, continue 
researching your audience to determine optimal days and times 
for posting new content and engaging with stakeholders online. 
 
Track your performance by using tools such as Google Analytics, 
listening and responding to customer feedback and keeping up to 
date with current trends. 
 

Social Media Marketing Strategies That Work 

 
If you want to engage with your local customers and build a 
following, you have to create content that matters to them. There 
are a number of ways to do this. 
 
1. Educate your audience 
 
81% of consumers will research online before making a major 
purchase. Make sure you’re providing content that is useful to 
them at the point of need. 
 
Remember that people don’t just want to make sure they 
understand your product or service; they also want to comparison 
shop and know where their dollars will be best spent. Educate 
them before you convince them. 
 
2. Encourage them to share 
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People are more likely to view your content if a person they know, 
like and trust shares it. That’s the power of an influencer. Each of 
your already-engaged followers has their individual sphere of 
influence. 
 
So how do you get them to share your content? 
 
A study by the New York Times identified the five key reasons 
people share content: 
 
● The content supports causes or issues they care about 

personally. 
● The content can grow and nourish their personal 

relationships. 
● The content makes them feel more involved in the world. 
● The content gives others a better sense of who they are and 

what they care about. 
● The content is valuable or entertaining and can potentially 

change opinions or encourage action. 
 
3. Be where your customers are 
 
The drop in Facebook’s market share recently supports what 
social media marketers have long known: people are diversifying 
their social media use. 
 
The bottom line is, you cannot use just one social channel and 
expect results. Find where your customers are and take the time to 
engage with them there. Depending on your industry and 
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customer demographic, they might be skewed more towards 
Instagram than Facebook, for example. 
 
4. Acknowledge your followers 
 
You wouldn’t ignore a customer in real life. Don’t do it on social 
media! The last thing you want is to give it the same approach you 
would a broadcast channel, like TV or radio. Social media is about 
conversation, not broadcasts. 
 
5. Master the art of storytelling 
 
Large brands like Nike, Red Bull and Coke know that storytelling is 
one of the most effective ways to make consumers passionate 
about their brand. The good news is that this strategy scales down 
well for small businesses. 
 
When you tell a story versus just competing on price, you get to 
stay authentic while still selling yourself. Build loyalty by telling 
your customers who you are, who you work with, why you’re in this 
business and what a day on the job looks like for you. 
 
You can also encourage happy customers and followers to take 
part in your story, but remember to keep your messaging 
consistent throughout your timeline and across your social media 
channels. 
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PART 4 

Content Marketing 
 
Content marketing is the process of using blog posts, videos, 
infographics, and other forms of content to achieve a variety of 
business goals -- from increasing traffic and leads to generating 
sales and customer retention. 
 
Content can move your leads through the sales funnel to ultimately 
get you more paying customers. It’s the essential glue for success 
with both search engine optimization and social media marketing. 
 
In short, content marketing helps: 
 
● Drive website traffic 
● Generate leads 
● Build trust 
● Establish your brand as an authority 
● Increase sales 

 

How to Use Content Marketing 

 
Business owners use content marketing in a number of different 
ways. Writing blog posts on their websites to creating videos to 
share on YouTube and Instagram. 
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While most small businesses owners focus primarily on their blogs 
or websites when creating content, there are many other ways to 
diversify your overall content mix. 
 
An easy way to get started is by first understanding what problems 
your target audience faces that they would search in Google for. 
There are plenty of tools like BuzzSumo, Ahrefs, and SEMrush that 
make the process of finding the right topics easier. 
 
Once you’ve created some content and begun promoting it, 
always pay close attention to the way your target audience is 
engaging with your pieces. Through accepting their feedback, 
shifting your strategy, and continuously researching topics, you 
can create an awesome content marketing plan that helps your 
business reach new heights. 
 
1. Create Fresh, Quality Content 
 
Nothing is better for SEO than a steady stream of fresh, engaging, 
valuable content on your website. 
 
Google’s goal is to provide the most relevant information for every 
search. When your website is regularly updated with new and 
useful content, that content is assumed to be more relevant. You 
end up with bonus points in the ranking game and a better 
position in the search results. 
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2. Build Backlinks 
 
In some ways, SEO is a lot like life: you can get ahead with good 
connections. While fresh and relevant content is the cornerstone 
of your SEO strategy, link building is another essential 
requirement. 
 
3. Repurpose Blog Posts on Social Media 
 
When your content is liked, shared, tweeted and commented on, 
Google takes notice. This engagement signals that your content is 
relevant and important. As a result, you’ll receive a nice boost in 
your rankings. 
 
So, take the time to cultivate a strong social media presence on at 
least one platform: Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are all good 
choices, but some platforms are better suited for certain industries. 
 

Key Elements of High Quality Content 

 
You may have heard a lot of marketing experts talk about the 
importance of creating quality content. But what does “quality 
content” really mean? Here’s a checklist you can use to ensure 
you’re on the right path when creating content: 
 

❏Unique 
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Google penalizes websites with duplicate content. You can’t copy 
content from other sources and expect it to have any positive 
impact on your SEO. Either write your own content from scratch or 
outsource your content creation to freelance writers. 
 
 
 

❏ Informative 
 
Make sure your readers learn something new in a fun and 
engaging way. Avoid technical jargon, show your personality, and 
tell a story. Keep your ideal customer in mind and talk to them like 
a friend. 
 

❏Thought-Provoking 
 
Great content is interesting and makes readers see something 
from a new perspective. Share your opinions. Give people 
something to think about. 
 

❏Actionable 
 
The most successful content encourages people to take a specific 
action. Decide what you want readers to do, explain how this will 
benefit them, and then tell them exactly how to do it! 
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How to Find Topics to Write About 

 
● Listen to conversations on social media. 

 
● Look at the content topics, formats, and channels of your 

competition. 
 

● Find out which types of content your audience are already 
sharing. 
 

● Find out which platforms get the most audience engagement. 
 

● Discover the questions your customers are already asking. 
 

● Conduct surveys with existing customers via email. 
 

● Use Twitter surveys to find out what your audience think 
about a specific topic. 

 
Content marketing may take time and planning, but it’s one of the 
most cost-effective marketing strategies and can make a 
significant difference to your business. 
 
When you consistently give your audience quality content, it will 
increase trust in your brand and generate traffic and leads for 
years to come. Don’t be afraid to experiment. Learn from your 
mistakes, and build on your successes. 
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Free Resources: 
 
● Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Content Marketing 
● Beginner's Guide to Content Marketing by Moz 
● Content Marketing Made Simple: A Step-by-Step Guide 
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PART 5 

Listing Websites 
 
Getting your business listed on all the key directories is a low 
hanging fruit that provides multiple benefits: 
 
● Direct traffic and leads from the listing itself. 

 
● Improved ranking in local SEO results (since directory listings 

are “citations” -- the core factor in Google’s local SEO 
algorithm). 
 

● Reviews and reputation that bolster your brand name. 
 

● Capture valuable customer feedback and improve your 
products and services. 
 

● Chance to one-up the competition by having more quantity 
and quality of reviews than your competitors. This is 
especially the case if prospective customers are checking 
listing sites to comparison shop. 

 
So, how do you go about getting listed? All of the main listing sites 
have a free listing plan that is often more than enough for small 
businesses. The process can be a bit manual (as you have to sign 
up on each website and create your profile), but is totally worth the 
one-time effort that’s needed. 
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While there are thousands of niche directories you can find based 
on your industry, you should at the very least, create a profile for 
your business on the following sites: 
 

1. Yelp 
 

2. TrustPilot 
 

3. Google My Business 
 

4. LinkedIn 
 

5. Foursquare 
 

6. Yellow Pages 
 

7. Thumbtack 
 

8. Local.com 
 

9. Manta 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● The Ultimate List: 57 Online Local Business Directories 
● Top Free Business Listing Sites to Consider 
● 26 Free Online Directories to List Your Local Business   
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PART 6 

Email Marketing 
 
Think about all the emails you see in your own inbox when you 
check email for the first time each morning. What catches your 
attention? Which emails do you read every time and which ones 
do you delete without ever reading? 
 
The inbox is ground zero in the battle for customers’ time and 
attention. If your small business is not engaged in email marketing 
on some level, you are probably missing out on some significant 
opportunities to grow your company—opportunities that may be 
getting scooped up by your competitors. 
 
Email marketing also offers you the ability to measure the specific 
results of each campaign. If you send traditional marketing 
materials in the physical mail, you have no way of knowing if they 
even made it to the mailbox, let alone if the targeted customer 
spent any time looking at it. 
 
With email marketing, you can get detailed reporting on how many 
of your emails were delivered and opened. These analytics can 
provide specific details about how many times links in your email 
were clicked and by whom. By using analytics and paying attention 
to what is effective over time, you can continue to improve your 
messages and keep the attention of your audience. 
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The Core Purpose of Email Marketing 

 
There are a wide range of purposes for an email marketing 
campaign. Each time an email from your business lands in your 
customers’ inbox, this is an opportunity to remind them about the 
value they receive from maintaining a relationship with your 
business. 
 
Do not abuse the privilege of access to their inbox or you might 
see your unsubscribe rates increase and have your messages 
become white noise. Here are some specific goals that will be as a 
result of a successful email marketing strategy for a small 
business: 
 
1. Generate Leads 
Every business needs a steady source of new potential customers. 
A primary function of an email marketing campaign is to generate 
leads and turn prospects into valuable customers. 
 
2. Warm Up Your Leads 
It can take time to build interest with a potential new customer and 
get him/her to take action and actually buy goods or services from 
your business. Use periodic emails to keep your products or 
services top of mind. 
 
3. Inform Your Customers 
Whether you are emailing prospects or loyal customers, each time 
you reach out to them it is an opportunity to educate and inform 
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them about your products and services. Be careful not to be too 
pushy or salesy all the time, as this will annoy users and likely hurt 
your business reputation. Share information with them that will 
resonate with them and have value. 
 

Building Your Email List 

 
One of the most successful and proven methods for growing small 
businesses is email list building. That’s because having a quality 
email list offers lots of advantages. An email list gives you direct 
access to the people who want to hear from your business. 
 
So how do you go about building up your email list? Here are 
some tactics: 
 
1. Ask Customers For Their Email Address 
 
At the very least, you should be capturing every customer’s email 
address. This is easy when your business is e-commerce (since the 
customer HAS to provide their email address during checkout). 
 
But what if you are in a different space like trucking or healthcare? 
The same rule of asking for their email address still applies, you 
just need to use different strategies and convey to customers the 
benefits of providing you their email address. The tactics listed 
below help with that. 
 
2. Use a Free Giveaway 
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One of the simplest ways to ramp up your email list building efforts 
is to run a giveaway or a contest. These can be a great way to take 
your email list building to the next level. However, keep in mind 
that you still need to have a strategy up your sleeve. In other 
words, you need to invest time and money to ensure that your 
giveaway is successful with enough preparation. 
 
3. Gate Your Valuable Content (Lead Magnets) 
 
If you are already giving away valuable content to your website 
visitors, then you could try gating some of it to get visitors to 
subscribe to your email list. 
 
You need to figure out a way to get them to give you their email 
address and feel good about it. The most common, and probably 
the most result-oriented, way to do this is to create an ethical bribe 
in the form of gated content that gives real value to prospects in 
exchange for their email address. 
 
For instance, you may want to keep 75% of your content available 
to everyone, and the other 25% is behind the wall. Here are some 
common examples of lead magnets you can create: 
 
● Checklists 
● Ebooks 
● Cheat sheets 
● Product samples 
● Discount coupons 
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● Templates 
● Free trials 
● Case studies 
● Webinars 
● Podcasts 
● Premium content 

 
4. Leverage Facebook Lead Generation Ads 
 
While there are many different ways to advertise on Facebook, 
“lead gen ads” are in a league of their own. When you run a 
Facebook lead generation campaign, you are able to display your 
ads to a targeted audience along with a specific lead-capture form 
that people who are interested fill out. Since Facebook has the 
biggest user base of any social network, you shouldn’t have a 
problem finding people interested in your offer. 
 
This form is pre-populated with their email address that is 
connected to their Facebook account. This not only makes the 
process of getting sign-ups easier, but also much quicker. 
 
5. Use Pop-up Forms 
 
Pop-up forms serve a very basic function on your website. They 
are built to grab the immediate attention of a visitor to entice them 
to click on a link or collect their email address. 
 
Pop-ups have garnered a negative reputation for being intrusive, 
but websites use them for a very simple reason: pop-ups have a 
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very high conversion rate. You can also make your pop-ups less 
intrusive by using lightbox modals and automated timers to ensure 
that pop-ups only appear after a visitor has shown interest in the 
page they’re browsing. 
 
On your form, you can offer visitors the ability to sign up for your 
newsletter, product reviews, contests, or any of the lead magnet 
variants mentioned before. 
 

Email Content: What Should You Send 

 
Sending irrelevant or unwelcome messages to the wrong people 
at the wrong time is a surefire way to squander email as a valuable 
marketing channel. So let’s talk about the different types of 
campaigns and how you can make them engaging. 
 
There are three core categories of marketing emails: transactional, 
promotional, and lifecycle. 
 
1. Transactional Emails 
 
Transactional emails are sent during checkout and other 
purchasing actions and are functional in nature, sending key 
information to individual customers. Order confirmations, receipts, 
and order-shipped emails all fall within this category. 
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2. Promotional Emails 
 
Promotional emails are designed to raise awareness of a specific 
deal or promotion. For example, a Black Friday or Cyber Monday 
email, a Mother's Day gift guide email, a summer savings email, or 
a limited-time-only discount email would all fall under this category. 
 
Types of promotional emails to send: 
 
● New products or services 
● Time-sensitive deals 
● Subscriber-only discounts 
● Seasonal promotions 
● Newsletter 
● Content update 

 
3. Lifecycle Emails 
 
Lifecycle emails are sent based on an action a shopper took and 
where that shopper is in the customer lifecycle. For example, a cart 
abandonment email only sends after a customer leaves products 
in their cart. 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● Email Marketing 101: 6 Ways it Can Boost Your Business 
● Cheat Sheet for Email Marketing That Works 
● Email Marketing Guide to Skyrocket Your Small Business 
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PART 7 

Customer Referrals 
 
If you don’t have a systematic referral program you are missing out 
on one of the simplest, lowest cost ways to attract your highest 
quality customers. Referrals are the lifeblood of small businesses 
— if you haven’t yet created a referral program, you may be 
making a huge mistake. 
 

Why Are Referrals So Powerful? 

 
The reason referrals are so powerful is because they come from a 
credible third-party that has experienced first hand the benefits of 
doing business with you. 
 
They are even more powerful when they come from a friend, 
because you know that a friend has no ulterior motive but to do 
what’s in your best interest. You can believe what your friend is 
saying (versus hearing a commercial from a salesperson whose 
sole purpose is to make money from you). 
 
Referrals are also valuable because most of the time they are 
completely free. Would you like to receive the benefits of the most 
compelling sales advertisement on earth for absolutely nothing? 
You can, through referrals. 
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Research shows the importance of referrals. According to the SBA, 
up to 45% of most service businesses are chosen by customers 
based on the recommendations of others. 
 
A recent Dun and Bradstreet survey found referrals to be one of 
the two most popular small-business marketing methods. The 
other one is advertising. 
 
Lastly, customers that give referrals become more loyal to you and 
your business. Once someone stands up and makes a public 
statement about you, psychologically they will become more loyal 
to you and your business. 
 

Customer Service Doesn’t Always Equate to Lots of 
Referrals 

 
Customer service is critical to the success of your referral program. 
It is the foundation of the referral process. But just because you 
give good customer service, it doesn’t mean that you will get a lot 
of referrals. Receiving referrals on an ongoing basis is as much a 
function of deliberate planning as it is of great customer service. 
 
Many small business owners assume that referrals will happen 
automatically if you give good customer service. This isn’t true. If 
you are not deliberate and proactive in creating referrals, the 
chances of you receiving as many referrals as you want are slim. 
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Your best customers are ready and willing to give you referrals as 
was shown in the statistics above. You just need to show them 
how. 
 

Word-of-mouth Advertising and Referrals are Not the 
Same 

 
Word-of-mouth advertising happens when one of your customers 
or friends mentions your small business in a casual conversation. 
It’s not intentional or planned. It’s just something that happened 
during the conversation. 
 
A referral system is a methodical process that you have put in 
place to capture qualified prospects through your association with 
other people. A “system”, by its definition, is a “process that 
produces predictable results”. A system can be turned on and off 
like a light switch at will. Your business needs word-of-mouth 
advertising, but don’t confuse that with developing a methodical 
system for referral prospecting. 
 

Making it Rain Referrals Starts with Your Attitude! 

 
Time and again, the same question keeps coming up. “How do I 
get more referrals?” Our answer is always the same, you must ask 
for them. In reality, most small business owners know that they 
have to ask for referrals to get more referrals, but it’s the fear of 
asking that impedes them from moving forward. 
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This fear of asking is rooted in your attitude. If your attitude is one 
that believes that you are asking that person to go out on a limb 
for you by asking them to give you referrals, then you will always 
be battling with fear. 
 

People Want to Give You Referrals 

 
If you truly believe that it will be helping them if you ask them to 
give you referrals, your fear will fade quickly. Your customers want 
to give you referrals. It makes them feel good that they found a 
great small business that they had a good experience with, and 
they want to share their “little secret” (you) with their friends. 
 
They will be seen as a hero, or someone “in the know.” And when 
their friend receives great service from you as well, your referring 
customer will feel as though he was able to do their friends a favor. 
 
When you ask for a referral, and you have treated that person 
right, you are actually doing them a special favor. 
 

How to Properly Ask for a Referral 

 
Has someone ever asked you for a referral? Did it go something 
like this: “Hey, by chance would you know someone who could 
benefit from my services?” You start to ponder and think about it 
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and eventually say, “Well, not off the top of my head, but I’ll keep 
thinking about it.” 
 
This is how 90% of all referral questions are asked and 
unfortunately, the question might as well not be asked. Rarely, if 
ever, will it get a positive response. Why? Because it wasn’t asked 
correctly. “Know anyone who...” questions are too broad for 
people to think about. 
 
People need a frame of reference to help them narrow down the 
playing field of potential referral candidates. For instance, imagine 
that you are talking to one of your good clients who was pleased 
with your services. 
 
You ask her, “Mary, you’re a member of the Women’s Financial 
Planning Association here in Chicago right?” Mary responds, “Yes, 
I am.” You ask, “Do you go to their meetings on a regular basis?” 
“Yes, most of the time.” Mary says. “Is there anyone in your 
association that you believe could benefit from my services? 
Maybe one or two people you’ve known in the group for a while or 
sit next to regularly?” 
 
Did you see the difference? You gave Mary a narrow frame of 
reference from which to think about it. It allowed her to “see” the 
potential referrals in her mind. This may be limiting the number of 
potential people that your associates might know, but it is far more 
effective than opening up the ocean of people that Mary may 
know, but can’t remember. 
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Your request will also stay in Mary’s mind long after you’ve asked it 
because she visualized your services with much greater intensity. 
 
Establishing a referral program with your customers is absolutely 
critical. Develop your networking skills and referral programs today 
and start receiving an endless stream of new customers. 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● 12 Effective Ways to Get Referrals by HubSpot 
● 25 Ways to Ask for a Referral Without Looking Desperate 
● Creative Ways to Get Referrals for Small Businesses 
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PART 8 

Increasing Sales from Current 
Customers 
 
A business owner in the spa and pool industry once told us that his 
sales had become stagnant. He mentioned that he was still 
actively advertising and working his lead generation process but 
his amount of new customers had slowed to a trickle. 
 
We asked him, “As a percentage of your marketing efforts, how 
much is devoted to new customer acquisition and how much is 
devoted to current customer sales?” 
 
Surprised by the question, he said, “What do you mean current 
customer sales? Once we sell a spa to a customer, that’s it. They’re 
not going to come back and buy another spa a week later. A lot of 
our customers come in to buy chemicals and some accessories, 
but that’s it. All of our efforts are focused on finding people who 
want to buy a new pool.” 
 
There is gold in your current customer base waiting to be mined. 
You see, many business owners focus on the first sale or the “front 
end” sale and spend a disproportionate amount of time looking for 
new customers when the real goldmine lies in the “back end” 
sales, or continuing steam of sales. 
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You’ve probably spent a lot of money acquiring new customers. 
Not only do you miss out on lost revenue when you ignore them, 
but you also flush your return on investment from acquiring your 
customers right down the tube. 
 
If you have convinced a person to do business with you, it means 
that they have already given you a vote of confidence. If you’ve 
provided good service and met (or exceeded) their expectations, 
it’s very likely that they would be willing to give you a second vote 
of confidence or third or fourth. If you’re good you may even get 
their lifetime vote of confidence. 
 

To Get to the Pot of Gold, You Have to Know Where to 
Mine 

 
You must be able to contact your customers in order to market to 
them. That’s why one of the first pieces of advice we give to our 
clients is to capture your customer’s contact information at the 
point of sale. This process is done automatically in some 
businesses, but in others you must ask for your customer’s contact 
information. 
 
If you have ever purchased an item at Best Buy you know that the 
checkout employee always asks for your name, address, and 
phone number. They don’t even give you a reason, they just ask 
for it. They just assume you will give it to them, and you know 
what? 98% of Best Buy customers do give it, without any question. 
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The process is so automatic that you feel that giving your contact 
information is just part of the purchasing process. 
 
Every small business in America should be doing the same thing. 
But to go one step further, you should be capturing your 
customer’s email address as well. 
 
Capturing your customer’s email address is the “holy grail” of 
marketing because you can market to your customer again and 
again at little cost. 
 
If your customer is reluctant to give you their email address, give 
them a bribe, such as a coupon for their next visit or something 
else of value. The effort to obtain your customer’s email address 
will be repaid many times over. 
 

Focus On Your Best Customers 

 
Most businesses lose between 15% to 20% of their customers each 
year. Retailers lose even higher percentages. Depending on your 
business, a large majority of your customers lie dormant, having 
only transacted business with you once or twice. Your remaining 
customers are those that are loyal to you and from whom your 
profits can be significant. 
 
The old 80 / 20 rule certainly applies to your customer base; 20% 
of your customers bring you 80% of your revenues. These 20% are 
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your loyal customers that come back to do business with you time 
and again. 
 
Some are even “hyper-responsive” customers that pull their 
wallets out any time you make them an offer. These are the 
customers that you should be focusing your time and energy on. 
 
Several benefits result from concentrating on servicing these 
customers: 
 
● Your marketing costs go down because you do not have to 

blast your marketing message to the world. This is called 
“spray-and-pray” and is a waste of your marketing dollars. 
 

● Your marketing efforts become more efficient because you 
are dealing with responsive customers, which increases your 
conversion rate (the number of shoppers that become 
buyers) dramatically. 
 

● It rewards customers because they receive your personal 
attention and periodic special offers that other customers 
may not receive. 
 

● It reduces your customer acquisition cost by investing your 
savings (from not mass advertising) on customer retention 
and loyalty building programs. 

 
It’s important to categorize your customer base to identify your top 
20% customers. However, to do this you must first be able to 
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uniquely identify all your customers and the amount that they have 
spent with you over a defined time period (last 12 months). If you 
don’t have this data, start compiling it right now. 
 

The Lost 20% 

 
The average number of customers that stop doing business with 
you is about 20% annually. To achieve just a 10% increase in sales 
you have to add 30% more customers! These statistics are startling 
considering the average business spends six times more money to 
attract new customers than it does to keep old ones. What is your 
customer churn costing your business? 
 
A study by Gartner on why customers quit found that of the 20% 
that stop doing business with you: 
 
● 3 percent move away 

 
● 14 leave to go to competitors 

 
● 14 percent are dissatisfied with the product or service 

 
● 68 percent quit because of an attitude of indifference toward 

the customer by the owner, manager, or some employee 
 
Not only is having unhappy customers not doing business with you 
driving up the cost of customer acquisition, but it is costing you 
potential lost sales. The same study found that unhappy customers 
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will tell their experience to at least nine other people, thus 
jeopardizing further potential sales. 
 
So, what do you do to get all of these people buying from your 
business again? You assume the statistics are right and that you 
did something to offend them in one of your business transactions. 
You then tell them the truth — that they haven’t been buying 
products or services from your business for quite a while and you 
sense something is wrong. Make sure that you communicate this 
in a way that absolutely conveys your genuine concern. 
 
After you caringly express concern for the lack of contact and 
business that your company has had with them, ask the question, 
“Is anything wrong?” Follow that up before your customer 
responds by adding, “Have we done something wrong or did we 
offend you? If we did, it certainly wasn’t intentional. Is everything 
all right with your business, job, family, health etc.? 
 
Believe it or not, this simple approach has a magical effect on your 
inactive customers. It gets your customers to start providing 
valuable feedback -- which you can then use to course correct and 
retain them for a longer duration. 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● 7 Strategies to Increase Revenue from Existing Customers 
● 16 Ways To Increase Sales From Existing Customers 
● 5 Unique Ways to Increase Customer Retention   
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PART 9 

Free Giveaways 
 
Offering free giveaways to prospects and customers is a powerful 
business-building strategy that can result in a flood of new and 
repeat customers. 
 
It may seem counterintuitive to give away your products and 
services to build your business, but people can’t resist the lure of 
receiving something for free. The word “free”, as worn out as it 
may seem, is still the most powerful word in marketing. It has a 
hypnotic effect on people. 
 

Why Free Giveaways Work 

 
The reason free giveaways work so well is two-fold. First, 
prospects that test your product or service risk-free will hopefully 
recognize its value and continue purchasing what you offer. Or 
even better, your prospect will get “hooked” on your product or 
service and won’t be able to live without it. 
 
Second, the fact that your product or service was given to your 
prospects as a free gift will compel them to return the favor by 
continuing to purchase from you. This principle is called the “Law 
of Reciprocity”. Simply stated, people naturally feel an obligation to 
return favors as a way of expressing their thanks. 
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Know Your Total Customer Value Before Giving Freebies 

 
The key to safely offering free giveaways is to know your “total 
customer value.” This is the amount of profit you will receive from 
your customer over the total length of your relationship. This figure 
not only includes business that you will receive from your 
customer, but also any referrals you may receive from them. 
 
For instance, suppose you own a dry cleaning business and you 
compute your average “total customer value” to be $1,250. How 
much money would you be willing to invest in free giveaways to 
acquire a new customer? $50? $100? $200? 
 
The answer is YES to all of the above. Why wouldn’t you invest 
$100 to gain $1,250 in profits? Coincidentally, this is why most 
small business owners are nervous about offering free giveaways. 
They don’t understand the principle of “total customer value” prior 
to creating a free giveaway promotion. 
 

Free Giveaway Case Studies 

 
There are a myriad of ways to offer a free giveaway that small 
business owners can use to attract new and inactive customers. 
The following are a series of case studies from different small 
businesses demonstrating how each uses free giveaways to build 
their businesses: 
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Case Study # 1: Health Club 
A health club that gave away six weeks of free memberships has 
saved a fortune on conventional advertising costs by having health 
food stores and sports shoe retailers give their free membership 
away to their customers as a special gift. The majority of free trials 
tuned into paying members at over $500 per membership. 
 
Case Study # 2: Optometrist 
An optometrist mailed a postcard to prospects offering free eye 
exams to patients they hadn’t seen in two years. The optometrist 
was able to gross an extra $10,000 in two days and the phone 
rang off the hook, non-stop. 
 
Case Study # 3: Oil and Lube 
An oil and lube center offered a free tire rotation, oil change, and 
fuel injection service. However, the customer was only allowed to 
take advantage of one of these services per visit. The free service 
giveaways resulted in significant up-sells on each visit and the 
opportunity to capture the customer’s personal and vehicle 
information for future offers. 
 
Case Study # 4: Carpet Cleaner 
A carpet cleaner offered to steam-clean two rooms absolutely free. 
No strings attached. Once the cleaner was in the home he 
checked for stains on the floor, rugs that needed stretching, holes 
or weak spots in the rug, and he even performed an air duct 
inspection. The result was an average of $60 to $80 dollars worth 
of services sold per free cleaning. 
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Free Resources: 
 
● 50 Facebook Giveaway Ideas for Small Business 
● 25 Giveaway Ideas to Promote Your Business 
● 14 Spring Giveaway Ideas for Small Businesses 
● 9 Amazing Giveaway Ideas That Work 

 
Best Place to Buy Branded Giveaway Products: VistaPrint 
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PART 10 

Guarantee Marketing 
 
One of the reasons people don’t buy something is the perceived 
risk they believe they are taking in purchasing your product or 
service. These risks include: 
 

1. Making the wrong decision. 
 

2. Losing money. 
 

3. Not receiving what they paid for. 
 

4. Not being satisfied and then not being able to recoup their 
investment. 

 
There are a number of risks that people must hurdle over to 
purchase your product or service. One strategy to overcome these 
risks is to offer a rock solid guarantee that will make their purchase 
risk free, or at least decrease the risk as much as possible. 
 
A strong guarantee makes it less threatening for people to 
consider your offer. You lower the barriers that prevent people 
from doing business with you. You give them a compelling reason 
to buy today without fear of looking bad tomorrow. By removing 
the risk to buyers through guarantees, your business will stand out. 
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You’ll make it easy and fun for people to buy from you and your 
profits will dramatically increase. 
 
Delivering any product or service is not risk free, but by stating and 
trumpeting your guarantee it will decrease the risk in your 
prospect’s mind and increase their trust and willingness to buy 
from you. 
 
Businesses shy away from making strong guarantees because 
they think that a large percentage of their customers will take them 
up on it. Studies have proven this belief to be false. At most, only 
about 1-2% of your customers will ever take you up on your 
guarantee. 
 
Ask yourself the following questions: 
 
● How many of my current customers have complained to me 

about my products or services in the past month? 
 

● How many customers have complained in the past year? 
 

● How many of my customers have asked me for their money 
back or to replace a product or redo a service that we’ve 
provided? 

 
You’ll find that if your product or service is of acceptable quality, 
you should have few complaints, if any. If you have a lot of 
complaints, then you know you need to focus your efforts on 
improving your core business first! 
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If your customers are mostly satisfied now, there’s nothing to worry 
about. By offering a risk-free guarantee, you’ll simply call more 
attention to the quality you already have in place. 
 
Make the strongest promise you can comfortably live up to, and 
feature it prominently in all of your marketing materials and don’t 
worry about the myth that you’ll lose your shirt redoing services or 
replacing products. 
 

Six Steps to Create a Rock Solid Guarantee 

 
Here’s a step-by-step method for creating your guarantee and 
using it to supercharge your marketing efforts. 
 
1. Look At Your Competitors 
 
Search Google for competitors and check their websites for their 
guarantees. Better yet, just have someone call and ask them about 
their guarantee. Look outside of your specific marketplace for 
good guarantees. Write them down. 
 
When you finish your research, what patterns do you see? Are 
there many guarantees in this industry? What kind did you find? 
Did you find guarantees of specific performance or the more 
common and generic, “Satisfaction Guaranteed” variety? 
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2. Look At Your Strengths 
 
What areas of your business are strong point for you? Do you do 
very fast installations, are you great at maintenance, do you 
respond quickly to customer queries? Do your products or 
services produce consistently outstanding results? Do you have 
the largest selection in town? Do you save money for your 
customers? 
 
3. Guarantee Results 
 
Think about what specific RESULTS a customer wants when he or 
she buys your products or services. What good things happen 
when customers use your products? Write down the answers in 
specific detail, and then guarantee that outcome. Just make sure 
you can fulfill your promise. 
 
For example, a trucking company that works fast can guarantee 
delivery times. Do you have the widest selection in town? 
Guarantee it by daring customers and competitors to find more 
products somewhere else. Do NOT simply guarantee 
“satisfaction.” Guarantee in detail what that satisfaction will look 
like to your customer. 
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4. Choose A Payback 
 
As unlikely as it is that customers will bite on your guarantee 
(remember -- only about 2% of customers will ever take you up on 
it), you want to create an attractive payback in case customers are 
unsatisfied. Ideally, it won’t cost you much but will have a high 
perceived value. A hassle-free, money-back guarantee is a good 
place to start. 
 
5. Start Small, Test And Track Your Results 
 
This is vital! It is critical to know how well your guarantee is 
performing before you make it a permanent part of your marketing. 
How? You might advertise the guarantee in only one of your ads, 
on one set of business cards, or in a letter that you send to a small 
segment of your customer base. Then, track the results. 
 
How much have sales increased over your previous totals before 
you had a guarantee? Be sure to test at least two combinations of 
your guarantee to find the one that works best for you. You can 
guarantee results for 30 days in one test and 90 days in another 
(longer guarantees generally work better). You might even use a 
lifetime guarantee. Experiment! 
 
6. Get The Word Out 
 
Once you’ve tested and found a guarantee that you’re comfortable 
with, publicize it! Make your full guarantee -- in writing -- a part of 
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your advertisements and marketing communications. Put it in your 
digital and local ads, your business cards, your website, your 
letterhead, your brochures, etc. 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● 3 Rarely Used Guarantees That Will Boost Your Sales 
● How to Achieve Trust and Loyalty With a Solid Guarantee 
● How to Craft a Customer Satisfaction Guarantee that Builds 

Trust and Increases Sales 
● How to Increase Sales by 300% with a Persuasive Guarantee 
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PART 11 

Charity Marketing 
 
Many savvy small business owners associate themselves with 
charities in order to market their businesses. Not only is it a 
primary means for developing a powerful network which in turn 
helps their brand, but also it helps others in the process. People 
like to associate themselves with businesses that support causes. 
 

Which Charity Should I Support? 

 
Choosing a charity has a few factors. Each has its own demands 
on your time and a variety of different positions in which to 
contribute. The following are three criteria you should consider 
when seeking out a charitable organization with which to partner. 
 
Criteria # 1 
Look for charities that you believe in and to which you have some 
affinity. Not only will it be more fun, but also you’ll be happier 
giving your time and means. 
 
Criteria # 2 
From a business standpoint, look for charities that will give you 
meaningful exposure to a large number of influential people. 
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Criteria # 3 
If you are sponsoring a charitable event, try to choose one in 
which your target market would participate. For instance, if you run 
a senior living community, consider getting involved with charities 
for retired veterans. If you manage a sporting goods store, 
consider sponsoring a little league baseball team. 
 
Criteria # 4 
Does the charity promote a religious, political, or social agenda 
that is questionable or controversial in any way? If so, skip it and 
find a different charity. The last thing you want is your company’s 
reputation to be soiled by associating with a controversial charity. 
 

Use Publicity to Get the Word Out 

 
Linking your name with the charitable cause is an important part of 
charitable marketing. Even if you are participating in a charity for 
altruistic reasons, there’s no reason why you should not benefit 
from the resulting positive exposure. Here are some ideas to 
maximize your exposure: 
 

1. Publicize your donations of goods or services to charities by 
sending press releases and photos to the local media. 
 

2. Include your charitable involvement in your marketing 
materials such as newsletters, brochures, signs, displays, 
advertisements, and commercials. 
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3. Get involved with high-profile causes that attract the media’s 
attention. 
 

4. If you have given significant support to a program, ask that it 
be named after you or the name of your business. 
 

5. Be sure to ask your charity to recognize your support in their 
own publicity efforts and website. 

 
Free Resources: 
 
● Why Giving Stuff Away Works Better Than Buying Ads 
● Small Business Guide to Charitable Giving 
● 4 Ways That Supporting Charity Is Good for Business 
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PART 12 

Getting Capital for Marketing 
 
So you’ve gone through your marketing plan, figured out your 
budget and projections, and now you are ready to hit the ground 
running. Now, the question is how will you get the capital for the 
marketing? 
 
Here are the three most common ways to go about securing 
capital: 
 
1. Use existing cash flow from the business 
 
If your business is profitable, you could allocate part of your 
monthly income towards marketing. The key is to not spend all of 
your budget quickly, but instead conduct smaller tests first to 
identify marketing mediums that work. 
 
2. Raise money from an angel investor 
 
Every industry has angel investors who provide capital in 
exchange for taking part ownership of your business. While this 
isn’t an attractive option if you’re looking to retain all equity and 
the upside, it can be a worthwhile option if you find an investor 
who provides more than just capital. For example, you could reach 
out to influencers in your industry who could provide help with 
growing your business in addition to just financing. 
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3. Get a short term business loan 
 
The most popular option to secure capital is getting a short term 
business loan from either a traditional bank or an alternative lender 
like Clarify Capital. 
 
A short-term business loan is a fixed amount of working capital 
borrowed from a lender with a pre-determined interest rate. You 
pay it back with regular payments based on the term length. No 
collateral is needed for a term loan. 
 
Short-term loans are the most popular way to fund a business for 
marketing and growth. They provide a flexible financing option to 
handle growth opportunities, manage fluctuating cash flow or pay 
for unexpected expenses. Term loans are often structured with 
early payoff incentives to reduce your cost. 
 

Benefits of Short Term Loans 

 
1. Fast funding 
The entire process of applying for a short-term loan to getting the 
money in your bank takes just 1-2 days. This speed allows you to 
focus on what you do best -- running your company. 
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2. You keep total control 
With a term loan, you maintain full ownership of your business. 
There are no collateral requirements which allow short-term loans 
to be a safe financing option. 
 
3. High approval rate 
Whether you have good or bad credit, you can qualify for 
short-term financing. When you apply for pre-approval with Clarify 
Capital, we compare 75+ lenders to show you the best short-term 
loan for your specific needs. 
 
4. Tax deductible 
Interest paid on a term loan is tax deductible at the end of the 
year. This further lowers the cost of securing capital to grow your 
business. 
 

How to Qualify for a Short-Term Business Loan 

 
Being one of the fastest ways to get working capital, there are only 
three key things to keep in mind when applying for a short-term 
business loan. 
 
1. Time in business 
Your business should be operational for at least 3-6 months at the 
time you apply. How long you've been in business is a risk 
assessment signal for lenders. The longer the duration, the lower 
the risk for lenders to provide you financing. 
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2. Average monthly revenue 
Most lending companies require your business to generate at least 
$10K a month to qualify for short-term loans. Your current revenue 
numbers help lenders calculate the maximum loan amount your 
business qualifies for. 
 
3. Credit rating 
You can secure a term loan with both good or bad credit. Your 
credit score is one of the factors that determines your interest rate. 
The higher your credit score, the better APR you will receive. We 
recommend borrowers have a score of at least 550. 
 
Free Resources: 
 
● What are Short Term Loans? 
● Apply for a Term Loan with Clarify Capital 
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